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Lot Photo Description
Kingston: 1855-57 4d., single and two horiz. pairs, 6d., 4 singles,
2176
fair to good strikes of "A01" type 2, adhesives with a few small faults.
Cat. £315 (Z4, Z5)
— 6d. horiz. strip of 6 on small piece, neatly cancd. "A01" type 2, a
2177
few toned perfs. and one creased, otherwise fine. Attractive. Cat.
£210 (Z5)
— Selection comprising 1d. stars, single and strip of 6, 1855-57
2178
4d.(7), 6d. (5), 1/-, 1862-64 1/-, 1865-67 4d. PI. 11, strikes of the
numeral or duplex, mostly good to fine
2179 photo Black River 1855-57 6d. pair on large piece with fair to good strikes
of ‘'A30", Black River and Kingston datestamps on piece, fine. Cat.
£240. (photo-plate 7) (Z28)
2180 photo Buff Bay: 1855-57 4d. fine strike of “A32", fine. Unpriced in S.G.
(photo-plate 8). ,(Z33)
2181 photo Lilliput: 1855-57 6d. on part E with fine “A49" and superb Lilliput cds
for April 8 1859 alongside, the piece with some faults and stamp with
missing corner perf. but otherwise fine, (photo-plate 7) (Z90)
Montego Bay: 1855-57 1/- with good to fine strike of ‘'A57", also
2182
another copy but with good strike of "A76" (Spanish Town), some
perfs. faults. Cat. £675 (Z112, Z172)
2183 photo Morant Bay: 1855-57 4d. on large piece with very fine strike of
‘'A59", Morant Bay datestamp on reverse, fine. Cat. £50. (photo-plate
7) (Z117)
— Another on part E (torn and repaired) with fine "A59” and
2184
showing Morant Bay cds for Dec. 13 1859 on reverse, also Kingston
1855-57 4d. pair (faults) on piece with Kingston duplex pmks. for
June 6 1859 (code 2B) (Z117, Z9)
2185
Selection of sixteen copies of 1855-57 4d., strikes comprise
"A30", "A41", "A46”, "A49", "A51", "A53", "A54"(2), "A57"(2),
"A60", “A62", “A68" (on piece), "A71", "A75", "A76”, also a piece
bearing 4d. and 1d. stars pair with "A39", mostly good to fine
Selection of 10 copies of 1855-57 6d., strikes comprise “A28",
2186
"A39"(2), “A45" pair with Royal Cert. (1946), “A49", "A54", “A57”,
“A64", "A73", "A76"(2), also 6d. with part Rodney Hall datestamp and
1d. stars with "A39", fair to fine. Cat. £1240
Selection of 38 Jamaican adhesives, all Queen issues with values
2187
to 1/-(4), with examples of numeral pmks. between "A01" and “A78",
mostly different, also 1d. stars (3) with “A01", ‘'A03" and "A10"
respectively, chiefly good to fine
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